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Let A be an alphabet and let R be a language in A+. An (¿-generator 
of -R" is a language G such that G" = R". The language Stab(-R") = { u G 
A* : ttiZ" Ç R"} is a submonoid of A*. We give results concerning the w-
generators for the case when Stab(Ru) is a free submonoid which are not 
available in the general case. In particular, we prove that every ((»-generator 
of 22" contains at least one minimal w-generator of R". Furthermore these 
minimal w-generators are codes. We also characterize the w-languagea having 
only finite languages as minimal u-generators. Finally, we characterize the 
w- languages »-generated by finite prefix codes. 
1 Introduction 
Let A be an alphabet. Given a language R in A*, the star operation provides 
a language, denoted by R*, which is the smallest submonoid of A* containing R. 
Conversely with each submonoid M of A*, we can associate the family of languages 
G satisfying G* = M, such languages are called «-generators of M. To obtain the 
most compact possible representation of M, one can seek the smallest «-generator 
of M if any with respect to inclusion. It is well known that, if M is submonoid of 
A* , then the star root of M, that is the language (M \ {e } ) \ (M \ { e } ) (M \ {e } ) ) 
is the smallest «-generator of M [Br]. 
Here we consider the w-power operation which for each language R in A+, 
gives the language Ru of infinite words tti . . . un . . . where every un is a word in 
R. Conversely, with each language Rw, we can associate a family of languages G 
satisfying Gw = Ru. Such languages are called w- generators of Ru. Note that for 
any w- generator G of Ru, the language (C?2\G) is an w-generator of R", too. Hence 
the set of ai-generators does not have a minimum, therefore we consider its minimal 
elements. The question about the existence of minimal w-generators remains to be 
solved in the general case. Here we approach the problem in a particular case in 
the following way. Each word u in A* defines a left translation on Au. Given an 
w-language L, the language Stab(L), already introduced in [St80], of words which 
stabilize L is a submonoid of A*. For the case when L = Ru and Stab(L) is a 
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free submonoid, we show that Stab(i2u) is of interest for the study of minimal co-
generators of Ru. Previously other properties of the co-languages whose stabilizer 
is free have been proved in [St80]. We establish here results which, for the general 
case, either do not hold (we propose counter-examples) or are not yet proved. The 
main result (Theorem 7) states that each to- generator of -ft" contains at least one 
minimal w-generator. Furthermore these minimal to- generators are codes. Next we 
are interested in the finite, if any, minimal co-generators of Ru. By [LaTi] such co-
languages R? are closed sets with respect to the usual topology on A . This makes 
us study the minimal co-generators of closed co-languages. We prove that they are 
right-complete sets (Theorem 9). Concerning the finite minimal co-generators of 
Ru, it is proved in [LaTi] and ILiJ that one can decide, given a regular language 
R, whether Ru = F^ for some finite set F. We also characterize the properties of 
all minimal co-generators being finite languages (Theorem 15) and of only one co-
generator having the smallest possible cardinality (Theorem 17). Finally we show 
that the case of finite prefix codes is especially easy: some finite prefix code co-
generates i f " if and only if some finite prefix code «-generates the stabilizer of i f " 
and Rw is a closed co-language (Theorem 18). Unfortunately this result cannot be 
generalized for a larger class of codes. 
Section 2 contains definitions and notation used in the following. In Section 3 we 
deal with the minimal co-generators. The finite minimal co-generators are the topic 
of Sections 4 and 5. Finally the finite prefix codes as co-generators are investigated 
in the last section. 
2 Preliminaries 
Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote by A* and A" the set of all finite words, 
and the set 'of all infinite words, respectively. Infinite words are called co-words 
and subsets of A* and Au are called languages and co-languages, respectively. We 
denote by e the empty word and by A+ the language A* \ { c } . The concatenation 
is as usual extended to A". 
Let X be a language in A* and let Y be a language or an co-language. X-1Y 
stands for the language { « £ A* U Au : xv £ Y for some x £ Jl}. X* stands for the 
smallest submonoid of A* with respect to inclusion, containing X and we denote 
by Root(A") the language (X* \ {s} ) \ (X* \ { £ » ( * * W e } ) ) . 
Let u be a word and let v be word or an co-word. The word u is a prefix of v 
if and only if v £ tt(A* UAW). Given a language X, Pref(X) is the language 
Pref (x). 
Let u, v be two words. The word u is a suffix of v if and only if v £ A*u. Given 
a language X, SufiF(X) is the language Suff(x). 
Let C be a language in A*. C is a code if and only if each word has at most 
one factorization over C. A submonoid of A* is free if and only if its root is 
a code [BePe]. C is an ifi-code [St86] if and only if each co-word has at most 
one co-factorization over C that is the equality t t i . . . u n . . . = t>i... t / „ . . . where 
Ufii vn £ C, implies that u„ = vn for all n > 0. C is a prefix code if and only if 
CA+ fl C = 0. Note that every prefix code is an ifi-code and every ifl-code is a 
code. The converses do not hold [St86]. 
Let P be a subset of any monoid M, P is a right-complete set in M if and only 
if for each u in M, there exists v in M such that uv belongs to P* [BePel. 
Let X be a language in A*, the adherence Adh(X) of X ([LinSt], [BoNi]) is the 
co-language {to € A" : Pref (to) C Pref(X)}. Recall that Adh(X) is a closed set 
with respect to the usual topology on A". Moreover L is a closed co-language if 
and only if L = Adh(Pref (L)). 
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Let R be a language in Ru is the co- power of R, that is, the co-language 
{ux . . . u „ . . . : u„ G i2>. We denote by [iZL the family {G C A+ : Gu = R?). G G 
[IZ]U is called an co-generator of Ru. Tne co-language R? is said to be finitely 
co-generated [LaTil if and only if R" = F" for some finite language F. 
The stabilizer Stab(L) of an co-language L is the language {u G A* : uL C L} 
[St 80]. 
3 Minimal w-generators in the case when 
stab(i2w) is a free submonoid 
This work about the minimal co-generators of Ru is based on the stabilizer of Ru. 
Recall first the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 [St80] [LiTi] Let L be a language. Then Stab(L) is a submonoid of A*. 
Furthermore, in the case when L = Ru, StablRw) contains every co-generator of 
R". 
Lemma 2 Let R be a language. Then Ru = [R\ R{Stab(RJ) \ {e } ) ) w . 
Proof . Denote R \ RlStab^R") \ {e } ) by G. The co-language Gu is contained 
in i f " , since G is contained m R. Moreover, we have R C (G U GStabii?")) and 
thus J?" C (GU GStab(i2"))ii". Now by definition of Stab(iiw), it follows that 
Ru C GR" and finally R? C Gu. 
• 
We now state a result concerning the subsets of free submonoids. 
Lemma S Let M be a free submonoid in A* and G be a subset of M. Then the 
language G \ G(M \ {e}) is a code. 
Proof . Denote G \ G(M \ {e } ) by G'. Let u be a word in G'* and assume that 
u G gi G'* (~l g^G" where gi and G G' and g\ is a prefix of g2. As G' C M, u has 
only one factorization in Root(Af). Thus g2 belongs to g\M. Since g2 G G',g2 is 
equal to gi. 
• 
In view of the above lemmas, we deduce: 
Proposition 4 Let R be a language such that Stab(R^) is a free submonoid in 
A*. For each co-generator G of Ru, the language G\G(SUb(Ru) \ {e } ) is a code 
co-generating Ru. 
We now give a characterization of codes which uses co-words [LiSt]. 
Proposition 5 Let C be a language in A+. C is a code if and only if for each word 
u in C+, the w-word u" has a single co-factorization over C. 
Proof . Assume that C is not a code. It follows that some u in C + has two 
different factorizations over C and hence uw has two different co-factorizations over 
C. Assume now that for Some u in C+, u" has two different u-factorizations over 
C. That is, uw = t/j . . . vn ... where each vn & C and the unique factorization of 
u in C+ does not start with vi- There exist four integers i,j,k and m such that 
vi-..vk = u'u' and « x . . . vm = u*+Ju' where u' is a prefix of u. It follows that 
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u*+ ,u' has two different factorizations over £7(t>i... um and u } v\. . . Wfc), that is C 
is not a code. 
• 
So we can deduce a basic result for this paper. 
Coro l lary 6 Let C be a code in A+. Then C is a minimal w-generator of C". 
Proo f . Suppose we have a code C which is not a minimal co-generator of Cu. Then 
(C \ { v } ) " = Cu for some word t/ G C. Hence vu e[C\ {u})w what implies that 
vu has two co-factorizations over C. This contradicts the fact that C is a code. 
• 
Hence the initial question about the existence of minimal co-generators is an-
swered. 
T h e o r e m 7 Let R be a language such that Stab^) is a free submonoid in A*. 
Eaxh w-generator G of Ru contains at least one minimal u-generaotr of Rw. Fur-
thermore, the code G\ G ( S t a b ( i f ) \ { e } ) is one of these. 
Without assuming that S t a b ( i f ) is free, the language R\R(Sta.h{R")\(e}) is 
genrally not a minimal co-generator of i f , as shown by the following example. 
E x a m p l e 1 Let R be the language {e , fc } {a} {6}* . Here Stab(Ru) = R*. but R\ 
i?(Stab(iZ<") \ { e } ) = R which is not a minimal co-generator of R?, since ab R" is 
contained in {a, ab2}R", which implies (R \ {a6})<" = R?. 
We have actually proved that whenever Stab(iZ") is a free submonoid, then the 
minimal co-generators of i f are exactly the codes co-generating R" . However codes 
can co-generate R" without Stab(iZw) being a free busmonoid, sis shown below. 
E x a m p l e 2 Let R be the language {aa,aaa,b}. Here Stab(Ru) — R* which is not 
a free submonoid. However the language {oo, aaab, 6} is a code co-generating Ru. 
4 The finite minimal w-generators of K> 
We have seen (Lemma 1) that Stab(/2U) contains every co-generator of R^, but it 
is not necessarily an co-generator of Rw. As a counterexample consider R = a* b 
where Stab(iZu) = {a, 6}*. However if Ru is a closed subset of A", we have the 
following result. 
L e m m a 8 [LiTi], Let R be a language such that R? is a closed subset in Au. 
Then Stab(Ru) is the greatest co-generator of i f . 
Now, in the case when i f is closed, we can link the notion of co-generator of 
i f and the one of right-complete set in Stab( i f ) . 
T h e o r e m 9 Let R and G be two langauges such that i f as well as Gu are closed 
co -languages. Then the following two conditions are equivalent. 
(i) G is an w-generator of i f 
(ii) G is a right-complete set in Stab(Ru). 
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Proof . Suppose G is an co-generator of R. Les us recall [BePel that G is a right-
complete set in a submonoid M if and only if for each word u in M, there exists v in 
M satisfying uv EG*. Let u be a word in Stab(JZw), we can wtite uw = gi... gn ... 
where each gn E G. Hence there exist two integers k, m and a prefix u' of u such 
that k < m, ttfcu' and umu' belong to G + . Moreover umu' = u(um - f c - 1 (u f cu' ) ) , 
thus uv belongs to G + where v = u m - f c - 1 (u f c u' ) belongs to Stab(i2w). 
Conversely, if G is a right-complete set in StabfiZ"), G + C Stab(i2w) and 
Pref(Stab(22w)) C Pref(G+). Hence Pref(Stab(i?w)) = Pref(G+). Moreover, 
Pref(Stab(i?uj) = PrefiiZ") = Pref(fl+). Now as Gu and R" are closed co-
languages, Gu = Adh(Pref(G")) and R? = Adh(Pref(i2")). It follows that 
Gu = Ru. 
• 
Corol lary 10 Let R be a language such that Ru is a closed io-language and 
Stab(Ru) is a free submonoid. Let G be a language such that Gu is a closed w-
language. Then the following conditions are equivalent, 
(ij G is a minimal w-generator of R" 
(\i) G is a right-complete code in Stab(Ru). 
According to [LaTi], we know that if F is a finite language, F" is a closed co-
language. Then as a consequence of the above result we can characterize the finite 
minimal co-generators of R? without using the co-power. 
Corol lary 11 Let R be a language such that R" is a closed w-language and 
Stab(Ru) is a free submonid. Then G is a finite minimal w-generator of Ru if 
and only if G is a finite right-complete code tn Stab(Ru). 
Remark. We cannot remove the assumption of Ru being a closed co-language. 
For example, with R = a*b, Stab (•ft") is the language {a, 6}* and {0,6} is a right-
complete code in Stab(/2W) but it is not an («/-generator or R". 
In [LaTi] and [Li] characterizations are given for Ru being finitely co-generated. 
In our current case we have the following characterization which does not hold in 
the general case [LaTi], 
T h e o r e m 12 Let R be a language such that Ru is a closed co-language and 
Stab(Ru) i3 a free submonid. R" is finitely u-generated if and only if 
Root(Stab(Rw)) is a finite language. 
Proof . Assume that Root(Stab(iiu)) is an ifinite language and that G is a finite 
co- generator of Ru. As G is right-complete in Stab(i?w), there exists a word g EG 
such that the set £ = { 1 1 6 Root (Stab (Ru)) : 3« E Stab (R'J) with uv E gG*} is 
infinite. Since G C Stab(Ru), g = gi... gk where each g, E Root(Stab(i?u)). Now 
since E is infinite, there exists uj E E such that Ui ^ gi- Then uj Stab(itw) n gi 
StabiZ") ^ 0 given a contradiction. 
• 
However in the case when Ru is finitely gnerated, some co-generators could be 
infinite codes, as shown below. 
Example 3 Let R be the language {a2,6a, 6a2}. Here StabR") = R* and {a2 ,6a}u 
6a2 {a2 }*{6a, 6a2} is an infinite code w-generating R?. 
That leads to propose conditions for all minimal co-generators of Ru to be finite 
ones. 
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L e m m a 13 Let R be a language such that R" is a closed co-language. If 
Root(Stab(Ru)) is a finite ifl-code then all minimal co-generators of Ru are finite 
ifi-codes. 
Proo f . Denote Root (Stab( i f ) ) by C. Assume that G is an infinite minimal co-
generator of i f . As C is a finite language, there exists a sequence (sn) of C* 
satisfying so = e and for every integer n, s „ + i = anr„+i with r n + i € C and 
snC+ n G is an infinite language. Moreover by Theorem 7, G n GC+ = 0. Hence 
for every integer n, sn does not belong to G. As the co-word r j . . . r „ . . . belongs to 
C", it is equal to g\... gn . . . where each gn € G. As C is an ifl-code. There exist 
g rf in G such that gGu n j / G " ^ 0. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that g is a prefix of g'. Since C is an ifl-code, g1 € gG+, this is a contradiciton with 
G t~)GC+ = 0. 
• 
The following lemma displays an important difference between regular codes 
and regular ifl-codes. 
L e m m a 14 Let C be a regular code. If C is not an ifl-code then there exists an 
infinite code co-generating C". 
Proof . C being not an ifl-code, there exist words a,/3 £ C such that a ^ f) and 
aC" n fiC" jt 0. Since C is regular, we deduce that uvu = uV w for some u ^ u ' 
such that u £ aC 1 ' " 1 , « ' € v £ C* and v' € C*. Moreover the language 
uu* ( C \ { « } ) U ( C \ { « } ) is an infinite co-generator of i f , which is a code since C* 
is a code. 
• 
Noting that a finite language is a regular language and according to Lemmas 
13 and 14, we state. 
T h e o r e m 15 Let R be a language such that StabtR") is a free submonoid. All 
minimal to-generators of i f ore finite languages if and only if i f is a closed co-
language and Root(Stab(Ru)) is a finite ifl-code. 
Remark. As shown by the following example, we cannot remove the assumption 
that Stab ( i f . ) is a free subonoid. 
E x a m p l e 4 Let R be the language {e, 6}{a, a6}*. R is not a code, Stab(Ru) = R* 
and Root(Stab[Ru)) = R. However, by using the fact that Pref[R+))n Suff (ii+) = 
R* U {6}, we can prove that all minimal co-generators of i f are finite langauges. 
As a consequence of Theorem 15, we characterize the minimal co-generators of 
the whole language A". 
Coro l lary 16 Let A be a finite alphabet. A language G is a minimal co-enerator 
of Au if and only if G is a finite maximal prefix code in A*. 
5 Uniqueness of the «¿-generator of smallest car-
dinality 
When i f is finitely co-generated, there is obviously a smallest integer that can be 
the cardinality of some co-generator of i f . But several co-generators can have that 
integer for cardinality. For example, consider R = {oa, aaa, 6} where {aa, aaab, 6} 
is also an co-generator of smallest cardinality. Here we seek languages i f such that 
only one co- generator is of smallest cardinality. 
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Theorem 17 Let R be a language such that i f is a closed w-language and 
Stab(Ru) is a free submonoid. Then the following conditions are equivalent, 
(x) RootfStabiR")) is the single w-generator of smallest cardinality for i f 
(ii) 2 < Card(Root(Stab(Ru))) < oo. 
Proof . Denote Root(Stab(i f ) ) by C. If Card(C) = 1, then of course there 
are infinitely many w-generators of cardinality 1. If C is infinite, then in view 
of Theorem 12, R. is not finitely w- generated and all w-generators are infinite 
languages. 
Conversely, suppose G ^ C is an ((»-generator of smallest cardinality for i f . 
Let g = cu be a word of G factorized by c G C and u 6 C+ (g exits since G ^ C). 
The language (G \ {</}) U {c} is an w-generator of smallest cardinality for i f . Step 
by step we obtain an w-generator such as ( C \ { c } ) u { c u ) where c G C and u G C + . 
By factorizing u in c'u', we can easily verify that (C\{c } ) u { c c ' } is an w-generator 
of i f " . Hence (C\ { c } )Cu { c c ' } is an w-generator of i f , properly contained in C 2 : 
a contradiction since C 2 is a code and consequently C2 is a minimal w-generator 
of i f - . • 
6 Case of finite prefix codes 
In Section 3 we have seen that the language Stabi i f ) does not allow us to charac-
terize the languages Ru w-generated by a code. However for the finite prefix codes 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 18 Let R be a language. Then the following conditions ae équivalent, 
(ij i f = P" for some finite prefix code P. 
(xi) if1* is a closed UJ-language and Stab(R") = P* for some finite prefix code 
P. 
Proof . If R" is a closed w- language and Stab( i f ) = P* ffor some finite prefix 
code P, then i f — P". 
Conversely, let P be a finite prefix code such that P " = i f . 
First (* ) _ 1 Stabi i f ) = Stab( i f ). Indeed, let uv 6.Stab ( i f ) where u G P*. 
As uvP* Ç Pref(Pw), for each 2 in P*, there exists y in A* such that uvzy G P*. 
P being a prefix code, (P*) _ 1 P* = P*, hence vzy G P* >, that is « G Stab(i f ). 
Secondly ( S t a b ( i f ) ) - 1 S tab ( i f ) C Stab(i f ). Indeed, assume that z G 
( S t a b ( i f ) ) " 1 (Stab(if )). Then Stab(i f )n (Stab(if J)*"1 ^ 0. Let u be a 
word in Stab(if")n (Stab(if ) ) z _ 1 such that no any suffix of u is in Stab( / f )n 
(Stab(if ) ) z - 1 . As U" G P", there exist two words u1( u2 in A* such that u = u1u2 
and u*ui G P + and u ' + , ui G P + . Hence u2, which is equal to (u*ux) -1u*+1, be-
longs to Stab( i f ) according to the first point. Ditto u2z belongs to Stab(i f ), 
hence u2 G Stab ( i f )n (Stab(if ) ) z - 1 . It follows u2 = u, next u* G P + . 
Moreover tiz G Stab(i f ), hence z G Stabi?(w). Finally (Pref(Stab(if ))* = 
Stab(i f ). Indeed, let u G Stab(i f ) ,u = cu' for some c in Pref(Stab(if )). Ac-
cording to the second point, u' G S tab ( i f ) and step by step we obtain Stab ( i f ) Ç 
( Pref(Stab ( i f ) ) + . This finishes the proof. 
• 
Finite prefix codes are particular finite ifi-codes. But i f cvan be w-generated 
by a finite ifl-code without Stab(i f ) being a free submonoid, as shown below. 
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E x a m p l e 5 Let R be the language {e ,6} {a ,a& 2 }* . R is a finite ifl-code, hence R" 
is a closed o is a closed u-language. However Stab(Ru) = {e,b}{a,ab,ab2}* and 
Root(Stab(Rw)) = {e,b}{a,ab,ab2} which is not a code. 
When R" is co-generated by an infinite prefix code, Ru is never a closed co-
language and Stab(i2") is not necessarily an infinite prefix code. 
E x a m p l e 6 Let R be the language *b. R is an infinite prefix code, Stab(Ru) = 
{o , 6}* which has {aa, 6} for root. 
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